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This presentation focuses on how process simulation 
models are used in allocation systems
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Simulation models systems provide information on how 
hydrocarbons behave in a process plant
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Ideally full process simulation should be run each time the 
allocation is run but that is seldom done
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Historically, integrating the process model into the 
allocation has not been an attractive prospect
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Commercial allocation and process simulation packages have not been 

designed to integrate with each other so can be costly to set up

Even if successful, vendor software updates can render the interface 

non-functional

Vendor changes to solution algorithms can result 

in small changes to the allocation



Historically, integrating the process model into the 
allocation has not been an attractive prospect
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Typically, only a small subset of proprietary software functionality is 

required for allocation

Process engineering involvement is needed to 

solve unstable complex models

For these reasons alternative approaches 

are used

First, we shall look the impact of using 

factors from an offline model in the 

allocation



To study the impact of offline modelling and intermittent 
updating of process factors we used a typical process
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This typical offshore process comprises:

Simulated data sets were generated by 

introducing variability to the process variables

• 3 fields A, B & C metered by MPFMs

• commingled fluids processed via 2 

stage separation

• gas lift recycle from gas processing

• gas and oil export



Stable production with 95% uptime for the fields was generated with variability 
introduced to the process variables:

1000 cases were run with the simulated data and 
shrinkage factors calculated for use in the allocation

• pressure ± 0.5 bar

• temperature ± 3℃
• composition ± 10% 

• field flows  ± 5%

𝐸𝑥𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡_𝑂𝑖𝑙𝑓𝑖𝑒𝑙𝑑,𝑐,𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠

𝑀𝑃𝐹𝑀_𝑂𝑖𝑙𝑓𝑖𝑒𝑙𝑑,𝑐,𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠

Shrinkage factors for each field 

were calculated:
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This plot shows the variability in the shrinkage factors 
calculated for Field A 
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For weekly factors, the shrinkage from every 7th day was used in the 

allocation for the following 6 days



Plots show the cumulative impact of using the weekly 
shrinkage factors against daily for Field A
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The plot for Field C displays a trend that is the opposite of 
that shown for Field A
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The trend for Field B does not show a significant bias
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What happens when the there is a longer interval between updates?



Increasing the time between updating shrinkage factors 
leads to an increasing impact on the allocation
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+ 0.25%

- 0.25%

What happens when the variability in the Field B is increased?



Increasing Field B’s variability in flow effects a bias in the 
system
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Plot shows the effect of using weekly factors with a flow variability of ±50%



This bias increases as the interval between shrinkage 
updates increases
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+ 7.5%

Another option often used is to use models to provide data for 

correlations or look up tables



For correlations it is important this it fitted over only the 
points from the data set
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A curve-fit can produce extremely erroneous values from 
interpolation and extrapolation
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Often factors will be functions of multiple variables even 
in the case of the very simple process
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• single condensate stream 

• 2 stage separation

• compressor scrubber

• oil export



Often factors will be functions of multiple variables even 
in the case of the very simple process
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The process factor was simulated over a range of 1st stage separator 

and compressor scrubber temperatures and resulted in the plot below

The different lines relate to the process factor at different vessel 

temperatures



Attempting to model the process factor as a linear 
function of two variables gives a poor fit to the data
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Using a quadratic to correlate improves the fit slightly
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Using higher orders can improve the fit but can give rise to the 

issues seen in the earlier example that used a quartic fit



Lookup tables can be used to overcome the issues with 
higher order correlations but have limitations 
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Calculated factors show discontinuities at each stored value

Considerably more data point values have to be stored than 

with polynomial correlations where only coefficients are needed

This data requirement,𝑥, scales with the number of parameters, 𝑛

𝑓 𝑛 = 𝑥𝑛

e.g. a process factor of one variable that needs 10 data points, this 

grows to 1000 data points for 3 variables, 100,000 for 5 variables

So, for all but the simplest of processes it would be more 

representative to use an integrated model



More representative allocations can be realised when 
process simulations are used for each allocation run
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But, process simulation packages such as HYSYS and PRO/II 

are aimed primarily for design purposes by process engineers

What if the model could be simplified and therefore 

is easier to configure, integrate and maintain?

heat exchangers

compressors

pumps

control valves

Complex models can be unstable 

and require the support of process 

engineers to solve



For allocation, the model can be simplified by including 
only the unit operations and equations needed
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“For example, if your real-life process shows a heat exchanger, a pump

and a splitter, but the only thing that’s really necessary is that the

temperature, pressure and separation are achieved properly, consider

using a flash drum to accomplish all three functions instead of using a

separate unit operation for each. The flash drum can set the temperature,

the pressure and perform your separation all at once.” (1)

(1) Most Common Pitfalls in Process Simulation Abstract ID# 302023, Richard Pelletier and Mike Donahue, Invensys Operations Management



Removing pumps, compressors and control valves does not 
affect the vapour-liquid equilibria in the vessels
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So, how good is this simplified approach?



A simplified model of a 3-stage separation process 
compared well to results from proprietary software

This simple model uses component mass balances, Peng-Robinson 

EOS & Rachford Rice equation to predict how the hydrocarbons partition

It is designed to easily integrate with allocation software and 

solves quickly because no unnecessary calculations are run
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Difference Oil Export Gas Export

Total Molar Rate 
(kgmole/h)

0.042% -0.008%

Total Mass Rate
(kg/h)

0.009% -0.012%

Mass (kg/h) 12.4kg  in 144.3 tes 3.6 kg in 30.5 tes

The differences between the proprietary software and 
simplified solution are from tolerances in the calculations
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In conclusion, it is now possible to integrate a robust, 
repeatable process simulation into allocation systems

This approach offers the following: 

Improved robustness as it uses specific solution routines that focus on 

solving the molar balances rather than expansive of matrix equations

Easy integration with allocation software

An accuracy equivalent with existing commercial simulation software

Easy configuration and maintenance

Improved speed as it does not need to solve for 

constraints not pertinent to the vapour-liquid equilibria
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